CALL FOR APPLICATION
7th Asia-Europe Art Camp
Art Workshop for Visual Arts 2009/2010
Moved, Mutated and Disturbed Identities
Luxembourg: 5-19 July 2009
Shanghai: 2010

Project Outline
The 7th Asia-Europe Art Camp - Art Workshop for Visual Arts 2009/2010 is a joint initiative by the Asia-Europe
Foundation (ASEF) and the Art Workshop organised by Casino Luxembourg - Forum d’art contemporain and the
University of Luxembourg.
The Asia-Europe Foundation has been organising art camps to explore and tackle issues concerning contemporary and
new media arts in Asia and Europe since 2003. Young artists from the two regions are brought together in this platform
for dialogue, peer-to-peer exchange and collaboration to produce new work. The Camp focuses on the creative process
rather than on the artistic product as it is designed to boost the participants’ learning experience and opportunities for
their professional development.
Built on similar principles, the Art Workshop was initiated in 1998 by the Luxembourg-born artist Bert Theis (in close
collaboration with Paul di Felice) during his art project for Manifesta 2 - European Biennial for Contemporary Art. Every
summer since then, Casino Luxembourg has been organising European art workshops, in partnership with the University
of Luxembourg, where young artists from Europe conduct creative and intellectual exchanges. The aim is to challenge
them in contemporary art-making through a European platform for research, analysis and the study of contemporary art
methods and materials. It allows young artists to present their work and discuss it with contemporary art professionals
as well as with other young artists from different cultural backgrounds. At the end of the workshop, the productions are
presented in an exhibition at Casino Luxembourg - Forum d'art contemporain.
The 7th Asia-Europe Art Camp - Art Workshop for Visual Arts 2009/2010 will bring together a core group of comprising 9
European and 9 Asian visual artists. The selected artists are expected to present their work to each other, to engage in
art-making and fieldwork and to produce individual work for an exhibition in Shanghai (in either an arts centre or an arts
academy), and a presentation at the Luxembourg Pavilion of the World Expo 2010 in Shanghai.
The process takes place over a period of 12 months starting in Luxembourg, the smallest country in the middle of
Europe which has become a melting pot of immigrants from different European countries. The art camp will continue in
Shanghai, the Chinese megalopolis which gathers very different people from all over China and which will play host to
the World Expo 2010. ASEF and Casino Luxembourg will be working together with either a Chinese arts centre or an arts
academy in Shanghai.
The project aims to encourage artistic exchanges between Asian and European visual arts professionals at theoretical,
artistic and personal levels. Conceived as a programme for Master’s degree graduates in visual arts from Asia and
Europe, the art camp offers an environment where different cultures blend to add further maturity to the thoughts and
experiences of the participants. Participants will be guided throughout the programme by workshop leaders, Paul di
Felice (Luxembourg), Sylvie Blocher (France) and a Chinese workshop leader (yet to be identified).

Theme
Moved, Mutated and Disturbed Identities has been set as this year’s theme to challenge European and Asian artists to realities
and identities in both China and Luxembourg.
Movement, in the context of identity, suggests geographic displacements of a voluntary, involuntary or even forced kind. But it
can also evoke distance, itinerary, gaps, and instances of the inexpressible that our own self has to confront in the face of
cultures or moral codes distinct from our own. The thematic association of identity and mutation gives rise to a series of hybrid
concepts. It enables the building of new identities, helped along by technological means of communication that render
transparent the threshold between inner and outer worlds, between subject and object, between representation and reality.
Disturbance evokes an interruption in the linear development of identities. It carries along inevitable social and political
changes - the consequences of which can be multiple, positive and/or negative - in the process of identity-shaping. It can also,
in a figurative or psychological sense, bear witness to so-called disorders. In all these cases, probability is high that disturbed
identities give way to new, sometimes knotty, relationships with the Other.
In general, the representation of identities is complex. Only parts are visible, because they are presentable. Reading between
the lines, looking behind the façade is made difficult. Whereas represented, thus simplified, identities create fronts and
barriers, disturbed ones may open up spaces for negotiation, change, infiltration, segmentation, transformation, alienation,
discovery and re-appropriation. Movement, mutation, disturbance of identities can happen at micro and macro scales.
Individuals, groups, communities, citizens, cities, states etc. can be the subjects or objects concerned by these acts and
affected to become constructed identities, changing identities, fake identities, multiple identities, lost identities, split identities,
refuted identities, hidden identities, repressed identities etc.
The artists are invited to respond to the theme through local contexts, states and situations.

Activities & Process
Phase I: Meeting in Luxembourg (5-19 July 2009)
Nine Asian and 9 European artists will be selected through an open call by an international jury comprising of a panel of
workshop leaders and organisers. All selected participants will meet in Luxembourg for a two-week residency programme. The
residency programme will focus on workshops, lectures, discussions as well as the production of individual works. Public
lectures scheduled include talks by French Philosopher Bernard Stiegler, who serves as the director of the Institut de
recherche et d'innovation at Centre Georges-Pompidou, Paris (7 July) and Françoise Vergès, Scientific and Cultural Director of
the upcoming museum Maison des civilisations et de l’unité réunionnaise, Reunion Island, France (9 July). At the end of the
two weeks, artists will present their works-in-progress in an exhibition at Casino Luxembourg. After the residency programme in
Luxembourg, 12 artists will be selected to continue in Shanghai, based on the submission of a developed artistic concept to
the jury.
Phases II + IV: Online Communication (Phase II - between the Luxembourg meeting and the first Shanghai meeting; Phase IV between the first and the second Shanghai meetings)
An online platform will be set up for exchange through a common blog/website throughout the duration of the art workshop.
Participants are to continue their work in their respective countries in Phases II and IV and will be closely monitored by the
facilitators. The 12 selected artists are encouraged to work on their projects. Active use of online communication tools will
enable artists to exchange ideas and update their progress effectively.
Phase III: First Meeting in Shanghai (9-14 April 2010)
The 12 selected artists will meet in Shanghai for a week of workshops, meetings, lectures and field research. Discussions and
public lectures facilitated by the project’s Chinese partner will continue to take place in order to prepare for the exhibition in
July 2010. After going through the exchange programme, the participants will continue working, back in their own countries.
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Phase V: Second Meeting in Shanghai with Presentation of the Works (one week in September 2010)
The artists will have a week in Shanghai to prepare for the presentation of the final works of art produced during the 7th AsiaEurope Art Camp - Art Workshop for Visual Arts 2009/2010 at an exhibition (either in an arts centre or an arts academy) and,
at the Luxembourg Pavilion at the World Expo 2010. A publication and/or a DVD documenting the entire programme will be
produced.

Workshop Leaders
Three workshop leaders from Asia and Europe will facilitate the Art Camp and give advice to the participants throughout
the project.
Paul di Felice (Luxembourg)
Paul Di Felice has been one of the two workshop leaders of the annual Art Workshop organised by Casino Luxembourg –
Forum d’art contemporain (in collaboration with University of Luxembourg) since its first edition in 1998.
At the University of Luxembourg, Paul is in charge of the Visual Arts Laboratory and is a lecturer on Art History and Visual
Arts Pedagogy. He is also an art critic and independent curator of international contemporary photography exhibitions.
He is an active member of AICA (International Association of Art Critics) and co-organises the European Month of
Photography in Luxembourg in collaboration with the cities of Paris, Berlin, Rome, Vienna, Bratislava and Moscow. Since
1984, he is co-editor and co-publisher of Café-Crème edition, an international art and photography magazine. He has
been invited to international photography meetings such as Pingyao International Photo Festival (China, 2008) and Les
Rencontres d’Arles – Photographie (France, 2008). He is frequently invited as a jury member for exhibitions and was the
head of the jury of the Backlight Triennale Price, Tampere, Finland.
Sylvie Blocher (France)
The French artist Sylvie Blocher lives and works in Saint-Denis in the periphery of Paris, France. She teaches at the École
Nationale Supérieure of Paris-Cergy at the postgraduate level.
In 1993 Sylvie authored the term Je Nous Sommes (I Am Us) and the idea of Universal Local Art (ULA). These concepts
are manifest in her ongoing video art series Living Pictures. In 1997, she and architect/urban planner François Daune
founded the collaborative art and social action group Campement Urbain, which received the Evens Foundation
International Prize for art and community collaboration in 2002.
Sylvie’s recent solo exhibitions include Wo/Men in Uniform (Dunlop Art Gallery, Regina Public Library, Regina, Canada,
2007); Men in Gold (SFMoMA, San Francisco, USA, 2007); Living Pictures and Other Human Voices (Casino
Luxembourg, Luxembourg, 2003); Dignidad (Museum of Modern & Contemporary Art, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 2003)
and 10 minutes of freedom (E.R.O.A., Coudekerque, France, 2003). She participated in the 2005 Guangzhou Triennial in
China at the Vitamin Creative Space, upon the invitation of curator Hou Hanru. Other recent group exhibitions include El
amor qué tal (Gallery Santa Fé, Bogotá, Columbia, 2008); Stopover (SESC São Paulo, Brasil, 2008); Alter Ego (Art Center
Chapelle de Melan, France, 2008); Airs de Paris (Centre Pompidou, Paris, France, 2007); NowHere (Fondation Olivetti,
Venice Biennial, Italy, 2005) and at the New Delhi Triennial (India, 2005).
URL: www.sylvieblocher.com
Workshop Leader (China)
To be identified soon.
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Who Can Apply?
The 7th Asia-Europe Art Camp - Art Workshop for Visual Arts 2009/2010 is suitable for artists working in the field of
visual arts, in the broadest sense i.e. photography, video art, installation art, painting, drawing, new media arts etc. Nine
Asians and nine Europeans will be selected through this open call for application.
Candidates should fit the criteria mentioned below, fill in the attached application form and send the required
documents through e-mail. Applications must be submitted by 22 April 2009. A jury comprising of the workshop leaders
and organisers will make the selection. The results will be announced by 30 April 2009.

Criteria
The candidate should be:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

A national of an ASEM member country: Austria, Belgium, Brunei, Bulgaria, Cambodia, China, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Indonesia, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Korea, Laos, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Mongolia, Malta, Myanmar, The Netherlands, Pakistan,
Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Thailand, United
Kingdom, Vietnam
Between 25 and 35 years of age
Fluent and articulate in spoken English
Have a Master’s degree or will obtain a Master’s degree by June 2009
Active in the field of visual arts. A presentation of former works of art is to be submitted (see Submission of
Application on Page 5)
Open-minded, willing and able to collaborate with other creators from Asia and Europe
Willing to share his/her own experience and knowledge
Able to relate to and exchange with artists from different cultural backgrounds
Willing to present his/her work in public and any other work to be developed within the frame of this project, as
a presentation of his/her work without any fees involved.
Available during the following three periods: 5-19 July 2009 in Luxembourg and one week in September 2010 in
Shanghai (to be announced).

Terms and Conditions
The organisers will subsidise return travel (e.g. travel taxes are applicable) to participate in the project. This applies to
point-to-point trips only. Accommodation (in the form of single or twin-sharing arrangements in apartment, 3-star hotel or
homestay) and meals will be arranged for the duration of the meetings in Luxembourg and Shanghai. Per diems may be
expected. Options to stay longer in Luxembourg and/or Shanghai will require the artists to bear any additional costs on
their own.
Participants have to bring along their working equipment (laptop computer, video/photo camera, microphone etc). Each
selected participant will sign a contract with ASEF and Casino Luxembourg within a week following the announcement of
his/her selection. The agreement would otherwise become void.
The participant should authorise the organisers to document the 7th Asia-Europe Art Camp - Art Workshop for Visual Arts
(using photography, video recordings etc.) and to duplicate this documentation without royalty costs*.
*Note: The Asia-Europe Foundation and Casino Luxembourg will produce a publication (of non-commercial value) for
project documentation and promotion of their activities.
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Submission of Application
Please send the below-mentioned documents via e-mail in ONE SINGLE READY-TO-PRINT PDF DOCUMENT to ASEF and
Casino Luxembourg:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

The application form (see other attachment)
Your curriculum vitae (max. two A4 pages)
Your letter of motivation highlighting the reasons for applying (max. one A4 page)
A biography to be used for the project website and programme booklet (max. 150 words)
Your photo (head shot), not larger than 5 cm x 10 cm, to be used for the project website and programme booklet
Weblinks to an online portfolio of your past works of art containing videos, photos, text etc.
A short write-up of your artistic concept based on the theme of Moved, Mutated and Disturbed Identities (max.
one A4 page)
A copy of your passport wherein the expiry date is clearly indicated

Please include all eight requested documents in ONE SINGLE READY-TO-PRINT PDF DOCUMENT in your e-mail.
Your completed PDF document should reach us not later than 22 April 2009 at the e-mail addresses mentioned below.
We regret that late applications will NOT be accepted.
Contacts
Ms. Anupama Sekhar
Project Executive, Cultural Exchange
Asia-Europe Foundation
E-mail: anupama.sekhar@asef.org
Phone: +65 6874 9712

Ms. Fabienne Bernardini
Art Workshop Co-ordinator
Casino Luxembourg – Forum d’art contemporain
E-mail: fabienne.bernardini@casino-luxembourg.lu
Phone: +352 22 50 45
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About Us
This project is a co-operation between the Asia-Europe Foundation, Casino Luxembourg and the University of
Luxembourg with the kind support of the Ministry of Culture, Higher Education and Research in Luxembourg and
Luxembourg@ExpoShanghai2010.
Asia-Europe Foundation
The Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF) seeks to promote better mutual understanding and closer co-operation between the
people of Asia and Europe through greater intellectual, cultural, and people-to-people exchanges. These exchanges
include conferences, lecture tours, workshops, seminars and the use of web-based platforms. The major achievement of
ASEF is the establishment of permanent bi-regional networks focused on areas and issues that help to strengthen AsiaEurope relations. Established in February 1997 by the partners of the Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM), ASEF is the only
permanent physical institution of the ASEM process. ASEF works in partnership with other public institutions and civil
society actors to ensure its work is broad-based and balanced among the partner countries.
http://www.asef.org
University of Luxembourg
The University of Luxembourg’s Visual Arts Laboratory focuses on research in contemporary art, comparative studies and
discourse on contemporary art in Luxembourg. It is also an institution that manages ongoing research, promotes
international co-operation and oversees the undertaking of coursework in contemporary arts as part of the University’s
postgraduate courses in arts and media.
http://wwwfr.uni.lu/recherche/flshase/ipse_identites_politiques_societes_espaces/laboratoires/laboratoire_d_arts_vis
uels
Casino Luxembourg - Forum d’art contemporain
Casino Luxembourg - Forum d’art contemporain functions as an exhibition hall throughout the year, organising
contemporary art exhibitions and exposing the diversity and the complexity of emerging artistic tendencies. The thirteen
rooms of the restored historical building are used in ways that allow various exhibitions to take place simultaneously. A
rich cultural programme ranging from guided tours, conferences and round-table discussions to contemporary music
performances complement the exhibitions.
http://www.casino-luxembourg.lu
http://www.artworkshop.lu
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APPLICATION FORM
7th Asia-Europe Art Camp
Art Workshop for Visual Arts
2009/2010
Moved, Mutated and Disturbed
Identities
Luxembourg: 5-19 July 2009
Shanghai: 2010
Personal Information
Given
Name:
Artistic
Name:
Email:

Family
Name:
Gender:

Address:

Street:

City:

Postal
Code:
Date of
Birth:
Mobile
Phone:

Website:

Country:
Phone:
Name in
Passport:
Passport
Number:
Place of
Issue:
Language Skills
(Please rate from 1-5:
1-poor, 5-excellent)
English
Other language (specify)
Other language (specify)
Other language (specify)

Date of
Issue:
Date of
Expiry:
Nationality:

Spoken

Health Statement
Do you have anything to indicate about your health?
No
Yes
Please explain below

Signature
Date

Written

Submission of Application
Please send the below-mentioned documents via e-mail in ONE SINGLE READY-TO-PRINT
PDF DOCUMENT to ASEF and Casino Luxembourg:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
etc.
7)
8)

The application form (see other attachment)
Your curriculum vitae (max. two A4 pages)
Your letter of motivation highlighting the reasons for applying (max. one A4 page)
A biography to be used for the project website and programme booklet (max. 150 words)
Your photo (head shot), not larger than 5 cm x 10 cm, to be used for the project website
and programme booklet
Weblinks to an online portfolio of your past works of art containing videos, photos, text
A short write-up of your artistic concept based on the theme of Moved, Mutated and
Disturbed Identities (max. one A4 page)
A copy of your passport wherein the expiry date is clearly indicated

Please include all eight requested documents in ONE SINGLE READY-TO-PRINT PDF
DOCUMENT in your e-mail.
Your completed PDF document should reach us not later than 22 April 2009 at the e-mail
addresses mentioned below.
We regret that late applications will NOT be accepted.
Contacts
Ms. Anupama Sekhar
Project Executive, Cultural Exchange
Asia-Europe Foundation
E-mail: anupama.sekhar@asef.org
Phone: +65 6874 9712

Ms. Fabienne Bernardini
Art Workshop Co-ordinator
Casino Luxembourg – Forum d’art contemporain
E-mail: fabienne.bernardini@casino-luxembourg.lu
Phone: +352 22 50 45

